1. Putnam [2, p. 52] has conjectured that if T is a seminormal operator on a Hilbert space H then 7r|| T*T-TT*\\ ^meas2cr(r), where meas2<r(r) denotes the Lebesgue measure of the spectrum of T. This inequality has been verified by Putnam in the case where the spectrum is convex but holes in the spectrum have caused difficulty. This note proves and utilizes an interesting inequality relating the norm of the self-commutators of the seminormal operators T and T~l to obtain the result 7r||r*r--TT*! ^meas20 r (r) when <x(T) is an annulus.
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2. Throughout T will denote a seminormal operator acting on H. As a technical convenience it is assumed that T is hyponormal, that is, the self-commutator T*T-TT*=D is positive semidefinite. The following lemma is a standard result on hyponormal operators. LEMMA 
If T is an invertible hyponormal operator then, (2.1) inf ||I^rll/IMI -inf HOM^I/IMI = dis t(°>K^1)) = \\A\~1-
The proof of the following lemma relating the norm of the selfcommutator of a hyponormal operator T and the self-commutator of T"" 1 is based on an analysis of Stampfli's proof (see Stampfli [3, p. 469] ) that the inverse of a hyponormal operator is hyponormal. The lemma appears in the author's doctoral dissertation. and, therefore, using Lemma 1
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